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1. Elroy Offers 25% Off Chic, Timeless Designs

**Treehugger** 3 hours ago

Elroy's design inspirations are found in many forms; art, travel, architecture, images, moments in time, individuals who embody effortless confidence with elegance and a touch of curiosity and whimsy, while creating ethical fashion. [Full Article at Treehugger](http://www.treehugger.com/)

2. World's First Drive-Through Museum Coming to China

**Treehugger** 2 days ago

Visitors to an Automobile Museum planned for Nanjing will drive their cars into the building and up an undulating, uneven ramp to the roof. [Full Article at Treehugger](http://www.treehugger.com/)

3. Architecture and Market Viability Awards Kick Off the 2009 Solar Decathlon Competitions

**Treehugger** 2 days ago

First place in the architecture category went to Team California, whose design blurred the line between indoor and outdoor living. [Full Article at Treehugger](http://www.treehugger.com/)

4. More "Design for the Greater Good" Speakers at Explore Design

**Treehugger** 2 days ago

Dimitra Doufekas, Co-Founder, Up to You Arguably the first fully functional Concept Shop in Canada, Up To You opened its doors in 2004 as a means of reinventing that which represents individuality, style and artistic expression. [Full Article at Treehugger](http://www.treehugger.com/)
5. **Arizona Art Museum Seeks to Define Sustainability**

*Treehugger* 4 days ago

"Each exhibition or project tells a simple story -- an artist's proposal for green transportation or a designer's solution for recycled shade structures -- which together convey the complexity of sustaining life on earth," museum spokeswoman Diane... [Full Article at Treehugger](http://topics.treehugger.com/page/architecture?dcitc=daylife-topic)

6. **Less Is More: The Half Christmas Tree**

*Treehugger* 1 week ago

"In modern small houses, saving space is crucial, and as a result compact products are much in demand. These half Christmas trees are being introduced to help create that same warm festive look, using half the space and decorated in half the time." [Full Article at Treehugger](http://topics.treehugger.com/page/architecture?dcitc=daylife-topic)

7. **A Solar Village Pops Up on the National Mall**

*Treehugger* 1 week ago

Defending champs, Team Germany, putting finishing touches on their house. [Full Article at Treehugger](http://topics.treehugger.com/page/architecture?dcitc=daylife-topic)

8. **Explore Design Comes Back To Toronto and TreeHugger is There**

*Treehugger* 1 week ago

David Fujiwara is an architect and has had his own design firm since 1984. He has specialized in residential work, both renovation and new, and has successfully completed over 120 house projects. [Full Article at Treehugger](http://topics.treehugger.com/page/architecture?dcitc=daylife-topic)

9. **Architects: Go Back To The ABCs and Design Buildings Like Letters Again**

*Treehugger* 1 week ago

Julia Gersovitz of Montreal's FGMAA Architects made the point: Buildings used to look like alphabets, to minimize the distance to an exterior wall and maximize natural light and ventilation. [Full Article at Treehugger](http://topics.treehugger.com/page/architecture?dcitc=daylife-topic)

10. **When it comes to a Climate Bill, it's Time to 'Turn Momentum into Action'**

*Treehugger* 1 week ago

The original ACES act defined the Green Construction Careers Demonstration Project as a way to "promote middle class careers and quality employment practices in the green construction sector." [Full Article at Treehugger](http://topics.treehugger.com/page/architecture?dcitc=daylife-topic)

11. **Architect Renzo Piano Charms Press at Cersaie with Below the Belt Humor**

*Treehugger* 2 weeks ago

So it's easy to fall for the Italian charm of Renzo Piano. Though maybe my crush began when I wrote about his super green California Academy of Sciences way back in 2006. [Full Article at Treehugger](http://topics.treehugger.com/page/architecture?dcitc=daylife-topic)
12. **Turn Your Apartment into a Chic Photo Gallery on the Cheap**

*Planet Green* 2 weeks ago

Looking for a way to brighten up a bare wall—without adding a bunch of holes to the wall of your rental or spending all afternoon with the level? *Lifehacker* provides these easy instructions for turning a plain space into an eye-catching art gallery. [Full Article at Planet Green](http://www.planetgreen.com)

---

13. **Green Roof School Disappears into Hillside**

*Treehugger* 2 weeks ago

Some lucky students in Revin, France, will soon be attending a cool school. With undulating, grass roof buildings terraced into the hillside, the Lycee Jean Moulin is practically invisible when seen from a distance (image overleaf). [Full Article at Treehugger](http://www.treehugger.com)

---

14. **The Green Future of Mercedes-Benz: Driving the S 400 Hybrid**

*Treehugger* 2 weeks ago

(Image: Daimler AG) I’m still buzzing from the Frankfurt auto show. With its many visual delights, the IAA is arguably the most important gathering of automakers in the world. [Full Article at Treehugger](http://www.treehugger.com)

---

15. **Can 400 Green Labels Do Anything But Confuse The World’s Consumers?**

*Treehugger* 2 weeks ago

Durable goods makers contribute to label proliferation, as more brands come up with their own. The smaller the physical product, the more likely that “label clutter” will contribute to consumer discouragement. [Full Article at Treehugger](http://www.treehugger.com)

---
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  1. **DPS consultants under Bobb get $5M**

   *Detroit News Online* 42 minutes ago

   ...team and $747,000 with Fanning Howey, an architecture firm hired for school renovations over the summer and to pre... [Full Article at Detroit News Online](http://www.detroitnews.com)

  2. **Jason Meyers’s Spring/Summer 2010 collection**

   *Canoe* 46 minutes ago

   Torontonian Jason Meyers new look for next spring will build on the classic, feminine styles of the past. [Full Article at Canoe](http://www.canoe.com)

  3. **DPS consultants under Bobb get $5M**

   *Detroit News Online* 46 minutes ago

   Detroit -- Robert Bobb has signed off on more than $5 million in contracts with consultants for his turnaround team s... [Full Article at Detroit News Online](http://www.detroitnews.com)
4. **News Online**

**Westport Now** 1 hour ago

Top Driver, the nation's premier driving school, is now in Westport at 830 Post Road East 9:30 a.m. – Town Hall Room... Full Article at Westport Now

5. **Vista: Old buildings, new friends**

**The State** 1 hour ago

Sam Webber and Deborah Smith went on a "happy hour" history tour of the Vista to find out more about the town where t... Full Article at The State

6. **Radical? Not!**

**New Majority** 2 hours ago

Recently, in an interview with the editors of National Review, Newt Gingrich said, among other things, the following:... Full Article at New Majority

7. **AMD making waves in the technology sector (AMD, rated BUY)**

**SocialPicks** 2 hours ago

Be the first to comment on this story and earn 2 points. Full Article at SocialPicks

8. **Quanta and Tilera Partner on Cloud Computing**

**PR-Inside.com** 2 hours ago

Refer to a friend 2009-10-16 05:00:03 - SAN JOSE, CA -- (Marketwire) -- 10/15/09 -- Tilera® Corporation,... Full Article at PR-Inside.com

9. **Nanorobot Invention and Linux: The Open Technology Factor - An Open Letter to UNO General Secretary**

**Nanotech Now** 2 hours ago

Introduction Linus Torvalds has shown how people can come together in a practical way, to boost technological develop... Full Article at Nanotech Now

10. **Hearing on Red Bank YMCA addition returns to issue of appearance**

**Asbury Park Press** 2 hours ago

RED BANK — After all the testimony about the good that Community YMCA does in town and how that would outweigh any ne... Full Article at Asbury Park Press
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“Given this love of yours for bureaucracy and our current, faulty LEED rating system, what can we do to improve sustainable architecture?”
SOURCE: Treehugger 2 weeks ago

1. “Somehow architecture alters the way we think about the world and the way we behave. Any serious architecture, as a litmus test, has to be that.”
SOURCE: Treehugger 4 weeks ago

2. “Green architecture has been part of our civilisation that started getting lost in the 1920s. Like most other Indian concepts that have caught on in the West, to be later aped by India, green architecture too is seeing a similar trajectory”
SOURCE: Treehugger 2 months ago

3. “A new architecture for a sustainable global economy must be designed now; it must guide new business practices today”
SOURCE: Treehugger 4 weeks ago

4. “During our visits to Castleford we saw the metal shipping containers that people in the town use as meeting points, something like small clubhouses. One of our first ideas was to change a little this kind of architecture to create maybe a functional pavilion with sculptural and architectural qualities ...”
SOURCE: Treehugger 2 months ago
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